English courses 2019-2020:

GENERAL INFORMATION

• Textbooks can be purchased at Feltrinelli in Pisa.
• **BRING YOUR BOOK TO THE FIRST LESSON**
• For any questions or information, contact me: melanie.rockenhaus@sns.it

English at the Scuola Normale Superiore is valid for credits in some Faculties of the University of Pisa

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Level II (exit level B2)

Schedule:
October 2019 – May 2020

Textbook:
Headway DIGITAL GOLD B2 5th ed. – Oxford University Press - EAN: 9780194539838

Grades:
20%: 2 essays
25%: quizzes & midterm test
25%: speaking
30%: final exam

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Level III (exit level C1)

Schedule:
October 2019 – May 2020

Textbook:
*Headway Advanced* 5th ed. – Oxford University Press - EAN: 9780194547734

Grades:
30%: 3 essays
25%: quizzes & midterm test
25%: speaking
20%: final exam